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How many of you have ever realised the importance of a printer to aid your personal and
commercial activities? I guess the count will be a definite yes from everyone out there. No doubt
computers and its aids, more importantly the different types of printers, the toners, and cartridges
have taken up the pivotal role in transforming all information into hard copies, the most widely used
and trusted mode of data documentation.

We have come to a standard of living where holding PCs and printers are not that special and
almost everyone holds one, but the quality of the machines is what matters and one is forced to be
very careful in choosing the company that manufactures these products to gain full cost advantage.
When we consider printers, most people want it to perform multiple functions such as scanning,
copying and printing etc. But only very few  Multifunction printers, can perform more higher functions
such as high speed paper printing up to 24 ppm, flatbed colour scanners that can scan images and
papers directly from FTP server or SMB folder etc., these multifunction printers usually come with
fully loaded toners to give you more ppm rates.

But is it possible to gain all these advantages with some xyz company that booms like mushrooms
over night? Definitely No, Branded companies like Panasonic has been in market for about 20 years
and are industrial leaders in manufacturing useful aids to ease human work. some of the key
Panasonic multifunction devices includes, multipurpose printers, Multifunction fax machines, fax
lasers, toners, projectors, key telephone systems etc. to name a few.

Panasonic multifunction devices are considered advantageous over their competitors for their
technical specifications and advancements to provide highly efficient output. Panasonic fax machine
works with thermal papers, plain papers and even with lasers with fully digital answering systems,
excellent document memory up to 28 pages, Automatic document reader and feeder, and all
electronically controlled operations etc. making them the extensively used fax machines by most of
the corporates across the world. Multifunction fax laser can perform other functions as that of a
printer along with faxing operations, it can scan, copy and print documents with a memory capacity
of 32 MB. They also come with fully loaded toners with multiple colours to exactly depict the faxed
document to resemble the original one.

One common difficulty with all these printers and fax machines is that, they run out of ink when they
are most required and to get them refilled with original inks from trusted retailers is damn hectic
business. It has become vital that these retail shops get proper cartridge refill training courses for
colour and mono printers and very few companies strive hard to create skilled workforce in the
printing industry to enable them to start off the business with good and adequate knowledge on
opening cartridges with special tools and loading laser cartridges with appropriate inks. Thanks to
those forerunners as they support not just the printing industry but the consumers and the society at
large.
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Micro Data Products are the Authorised Customer Care Centre (PACC) for Multifunction Printer,
Panasonic Fax Machine, a Panasonic Multifunction Device, Multifunction Fax Laser, a Cartridge
Refill Training..
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